
Welcome to GCSE Geography

Where will it take us today?





Our quest to feed, water and power 
the World has implications

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/
2008/mar/04/fragileearth

Compare the ‘before’ and ‘after’ images …

a) list any visual differences
b) suggest what the cause of the change is
c) what impacts might this change have on: food 

chains, the water cycle and nutrient cycles of 
ecosystems.

15
mins

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2008/mar/04/fragileearth


Topic 8: Resource Reliance

Supplies of food, energy and water are three of the most 
challenging issues the world faces. Significant numbers of 
people are resource poor, whilst others consume more 
than their fair share. This topic investigates emerging 
patterns, where demand is outstripping supply, before 
taking the issue of food security and considering the 
question ‘can we feed nine billion people?’ We will 
investigate what it means to be food secure, how 
countries try to achieve this and reflect upon the 
sustainability of strategies to increase food security.

Today’s Topic: How are environments and ecosystems 
being used and modified by humans?





Learning is successful when I …

Know:

• That ecosystems provide us with vital services [2-3]

Understand:

• That our quest to harvest these resources can cause 
environmental issues and degradation[3-6]

Can (Skills):

• Use resources to back up my thinking with evidence [1-
4]

• Be aware that the origin of a source can affect its 
validity and credibility [5-7]



Over To You …..

• Use the accompanying photos* to help you to 
answer the key questions on the slides. 

• The text book will offer clues if you are unsure 
(pages listed on each slide)

*KEY:

F – Food (farming)       F – Food (fishing)

E – Energy                     W - water 



Food provision

Farming and Fishing to provide food

How do we use ecosystems to our advantage?

How do we ‘harvest’? 

What impacts is this having?

15
mins

Page
254-
255

Geo-lingo: commercial; subsistence; mechanisation; pesticides; herbicides; GM; erosion; 
nutrients; mono-culture; by-catch; over-fishing come 

get it!







Energy provision

Taking energy from the Earth

What is available?

How do we extract it?

What impacts is this having?

15
mins

Page
256-
257

Geo-lingo: deforestation; drilling; fracking; biofuels; fossil fuels; toxins; spills; pollution

come 
get it!





Water provision

Water on the move

What is the key challenge to be overcome?

How are we solving the problem?

What impacts is this having?

15
mins

Page

258-
259

Geo-lingo: dams; reservoirs; artificial channels; flooding; submerged; water transfer 
schemes come 

get it!



Three Gorges Dam (Yangtze), China

Itaipu Dam Brazil



Is technology the problem or the 
solution?? 

Over To You

Have you changed your opinion? 

If YES, explain why!
If NO, what additional evidence do you now have to ‘fuel’ your 
argument?

Understand
That technology is playing a huge role in our consumption of 
resources
Employability: presenting balanced arguments based upon fact

come 
get it!

15 
mins

http://www.worldometers.info/

http://www.worldometers.info/


Learning is successful now I …

Know:

• That ecosystems provide us with vital services [2-3]

Understand:

• That our quest to harvest these resources can cause 
environmental issues and degradation[3-6]

Can (Skills):

• Use resources to back up my thinking with evidence [1-
4]

• Be aware that the origin of a source can affect its 
validity and credibility [5-7]



How did you ‘progress’ 
this session?

5 mins

Time to 
reflect 
….



Blue water – fresh water from rivers, lakes, groundwater
Green water – from precipitation
Grey water – polluted or recycled water

If polluted grey water ↑ = more demand on blue water to refresh and clean our water 
systems
If recycled water ↑ = reduces stress (demand) on blue water


